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Complete the sentences by using the appropriate conjunction from the help box. 
You can use the same conjunction more than once.  

 

1. I know the answer _______________ I cannot tell you. 

 

2. Should we go by train ______________ take a bus? 

 

3. Sarah failed the test __________________ she did not study. 

 

4. Aunt Candy sowed some tomato seeds ______________ some chilli seeds. 

 

5. Tom was driving too fast to reach the airport ______________ he missed the 

flight. 

 

6. I will come late for the party ________________ I have an appointment with 

my doctor. 

 

7. Esther does not like apple pie ________________ she likes apples. 

 

8. You can pay by cash _________________ use your credit card. 

 

9. Laura was supposed to study in the evening hours _______________ she 

played video games. 

 

10. Can you stay here ______________ wait for him till he comes? 
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and       or        but    

because 
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Read the following story carefully. Rewrite the story in the form of a paragraph 
using the conjunctions [and, or, but, because]  

                                             
 

                   Once a witch wanted to become a fairy. She tried many kinds of 

spells. None of them worked. She asked one of her friends to help her. She 

taught her a new spell. The witch had to climb many steep mountains. She had 

to search for certain rare herbs to make the potion. She finally collected the 

rare herbs. She collected some flowers. She made the potion. She forgot the 

magic spell, which her friend had told her. If you remember the spell, you can 

help the witch. Else she cannot turn into a fairy! 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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 Listen to the audio carefully and tick the correct answer from the given options: 

 

Q1. Whom did the rabbit meet first? 

a. ant        

b. lion        

c. mouse 

 

Q2. Who was shrieking in pain and ran away? 

a. rabbit       

b. lion        

c. ant 

 

Q3. Why did the rabbit feel silly about himself? 

a. because the rabbit was fat and ugly 

b. because the rabbit was feeling sick 

c. because the rabbit judged others by their appearance 

 

Q4. Who became good friends at the end? 

a. rabbit and lion 

b. ant and rabbit 

c. lion and ant 

 

Q5. What will you do if someone teases you? 

a. I will tease them back. 

b. I will ignore them when they tease. 

c. I will become their enemy. 
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 ‘The sweet history of chocolate’ 

Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow: 

             We normally think of chocolate as a sweet treat, but it began as a bitter 

beverage! Chocolate as a food got its start in ancient times, when it was not just a 

dessert – it played an important part in ritual and culture.  

In ancient Latin America, chocolate was worshipped literally! Both the Mayan and 

Aztec cultures consumed chocolate as a bitter drink during major life events like 

births, marriages and deaths. It was believed that the cocoa bean had magical 

powers! 

Chocolate was not mixed with sugar until the Europeans came in contact with Latin 

America in the 1500s. Chocolate became an expensive import and a symbol of 

wealth because chocolate was available only to the upper class. 

The first chocolate bar was made in 1847, and in 1868, a company called Cadbury 

began selling chocolate candies. In the same year, Nestle invented milk chocolate. 

 

Q1. Name the two cultures which consumed chocolate as a bitter drink? 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Q2. Which became an expensive import and a symbol of wealth? 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Q3. State whether true or false: 

a. In the year 1868, Cadbury began selling milk chocolates. _______________ 

 

Q4. Circle the conjunctions in the above passage with a colour pencil and list them. 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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